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Vril The Religion Of Lucifer
The Thule Society which created the National Socialist Party and ran the National Socialist
Party used the term Vril which is their term for the luminous energy the energy of Lucifer.
Vril is a Tibetan word which is from the Sanskrit world Virala. in the east the Dragon capstone of
the Temple is called the Virala. This is the symbol of the power of the Light Body finished. The
completed temple. The Temple is the symbol of the perfected human work of the Magnum
Opus.

Note the Dragons the Virala on the Hindu capstone:

This is also in the Far East as the
traditional Dragon:

The Yogi in Hinduism is shown riding the Virala as the symbol they have perfected their Light
Body with the Magnum Opus. The Dragons in the Far East have a coding to different levels and
aspects of the Magnum Opus they represent. The term Vira is the other spelling of Virala its the
term for a Yogi who has ascended the serpent. The Serpent God of the ancient Aryans was
Viracocha who was depicted as a Aryan being in the America's. Viracocha represents Venus
which is called Lucifer in Latin.
In the western world Lucifer is the name of the capstone in the arch the symbol of the Light
Body of the Magnum Opus and also the name for the luminous energy the serpent powers
which transforms one into the Light Body. The National Socialists highest goal for their People
was to rediscover the knowledge of the Magnum Opus the Vril and deliver this to the world. This
is why Himmler sent the SS all the way to Tibet and India to search for this knowledge.
Himmler's personal library and a large portion of Hitler's personal library that was found is full of
thousands of books on this subject.
Himmler personally financed and ordered Otto Rahn to write this book:

Rahn
with Himmler's orders and backing spoke to major conferences of National Socialist Party
Leaders the general elites of German society and SS leaders in major public lectures where he
publically proclaimed the religion of Lucifer. Rahn started every lecture with "Greeting in the
name of Lucifer who has been wronged!". He received a standing ovation in every meeting.
Hitler and Himmler where planning on bringing the religion of Lucifer to the European world.
This was Otto Rahn's activist cause and why he worked for Himmler and Hitler behind the
scenes.
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